
      

 

 

 

 

 

 

EVENTS calendar 

BOOKISH PLAZA with 

Caribbean books @ 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

 

27 AUGUST 2016 

WERELDFESTIVAL 

Grote Markt, Almere 

OCTOBER 2016 

BOOKISH HIGH TEA 

(on invitation only) 

30 OCTOBER 2016 

3RD LUSTRUM CELEBRATION 

SIMIA LITERARIO 

OBA, Amsterdam 

 

 

OTHER EVENTS 

2-25 SEPTEMBER 2017 

BOEKENPARADE 

Tolhuistuin, Amsterdam 

3 SEPTEMEBR 2016 

MANUSCRIPTA 

Tolhuistuin, Amsterdam 

11 SEPTEMBER 2016 

26 ANNIVERSARY SPLIKA  

Den Haag 

17 SEPTEMBER 2016 

CARAĪBISCHE LETTERENDAG  

OBA, Amsterdam 

30 SEPTEMBER – 1 OCTOBER 2016 

DRONGO FESTIVAL 

Utrecht 

 

 

 

BookIsh Plaza  ‘a  good read @ a great price’ 

 

BookIsh Plaza 

info@bookishplaza.com 
www.bookishplaza.com 

www.facebook.com/BookIshPlaza 

https://twitter.com/BookIshPlaza 

 

WELCOME TO THE BOOKISH PLAZA eZINE 
from the internet. We have an In 

Memoriam for one of the 

greatest writers of the Aruban 

literature who lately passed 

away.  

As always in our New Arrived 

books section we have the latest 

novel by Denis Henriquez, which 

is a must read. Also an ode to the 

late Frank Martinus Arion is a 

must have in your collection. 

New Books to look out for are 

the children’s book on granny’s 

and the latest collection of 

columns by Quito Nicolaas.  

Share our ezine in your network, 

if you LIKE! 

The BookIsh Plaza Team 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SUMMER reads are still in the 

air. September starts the season 

with lots of interesting literary 

events. The whole of the month 

books will be in the picture at 

the Book Parade. At the new 

festival in Almere BookIsh Plaza 

will be bringing Caribbean 

books. Splika celebrates his 26 

anniversary with a lecture on the 

Papiamento language. 

A new exiting youth novel by 

Rihana Jamaludin is now 

available by just downloading it 
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Ernesto Enrique Rosenstand (1931-2016) – A Monument in the 

Aruban Literature 

by Quito Nicolaas 

Ernesto Enrique Rosenstand, born on 4 March 1931 in Santa Martha, Colombia, migrated in 

1942 during the Second World War to Aruba. He lived with his parents at the Laurens 

Costerstraat in the Companashi neighbourhood; south of the RCA football field. As a young 

boy of 10 years of age, Ernesto integrated in his peer group and soon learned Papiamento.  

His literary career started in the 50s, when he wrote children’s stories, which were 

broadcasted on the radio program ‘Ora Infantil’ [Children’s Hour] of Radio Kelkboom. Soon 

afterwards Ernesto made his debut as a writer in the small literary scene that existed at the 

time on Aruba. Small in the sense that at the time there were few publishing authors. His 

first work Cuentanan Rubiano (1961) [Aruban Stories] was published in the Papiamento 

language. 

Literature & Identity 

During the 60s Rosenstand gave an impulse to the works in Papiamento by publishing two 

volumes of short stories, entitled: Nos ta topa na park (1963) [We’ll Meet at the Park] and 

later on Cuentanan pa un y tur (1965) [Stories for All]. In the 60s other writers like Hubert 

Booi and Henry Habibe also began to publish their work. With the start of the cultural 

magazine Watapana (1968-1972) in Holland, edited by Henry Habibe, Ramón Todd Dandaré 

and Pedro Velásquez, Rosenstand took the opportunity to publish his literary work herein 

and in doing so widened his reading public. Watapana at the time circulated among a large 

number of Aruban and Antillean students. 

Rosenstand also wrote poetry. His poetry isn’t what we call ‘Social Poetry’. It’s more or less 

poetry where the themes are the relation between the sexes, or daily life. 

In the 70s young poets coming up increased, like Frank Booi, Nydia Ecury, Mario Dijkhoff, 

 

 

 

 

BookIsh Plaza 

BOOKS make 

great Gifts 

 

Luchtdanser [Air dancer] 

is the new  exciting 

youth novel by Rihana 

Jamaludin set in the 

multicultural city of 

Amsterdam. The 

Amsterdam free runners 

Clyde, Hadir and Arend 

regard the city as their 

playground. They climb 

the roofs for the feeling 

of ultimate freedom.  

Jamaludin has published 

two novels Kuis (2011) 

[Chaste] and De Zwarte 

Lord (2012) [The Black 

Lord]. 

Download the book at 

www.rihanajamaludin.com 
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 New Books  

 

 

 

Non-Fiction 

 

 

 

Fiction 

 

 

 

Fiction 

 

 

Emilio Lopez, Tikoli and Federico Oduber. 

All of them also published in the 

Papiamento language. 

Remarkable is that the titles of his short 

stories were all taken from indigenous 

names, like Kibaima, Quadarikiri, 

Macuarima and Bucuti.  They were 

names of areas or places used for 

naming the characters. The reader could 

easily identify himself with his 

surroundings then. 

 
Linguist 

Lately and as of 2007, after the 

publication of two youth novels, E soño 

di Wawa (2006) [Wawa’s Dream] and 

Wawa den mondi (2007) [Wawa in the 

Woods], his production of poetry and  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

     
 

continuation – A Monument in the Aruban Literature  

 

BOOKISH PLAZA 
Promote your culture through 

books 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BookIsh Publishers  
BookIsh Publishers is a small 

publishing house for Caribbean 

authors living in the Netherlands. 

Check out our Guidelines for 

Manuscripts! 

 

 

BookIsh Plaza sells fiction and non-fiction books online. We are 

specialized in (Caribbean) literature and poetry, but we also have books 

on history, politics, sociology and children’s books among others.  

BookIsh Plaza also has a collection of second hand books from novels 

to non-fiction and social sciences books. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Zonder land 

Lawrence Hill 

Keita's passion is running. As 

a child he wanted to be the 

best runner of all 

Zantoroland. His father is a 

notorious journalist who 

writes critical articles in 

international newspapers 

about corruption and poverty 

in their country until he is 

arrested, tortured and 

murdered by the regime. 

Keita must flee. The best 

chance of success for Keita is 

located in the rich Freedom 

State.  

Fiction                     € 22,99 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Het sterven van Rebecca 
Lopez Ikario  

Denis Henriquez 
 

Esteban returns back to the 

island to say goodbye to the 

woman he regards as his 

father and mother at the same 

time. After several major 

investigations 85-year-old 

Rebecca Lopez Ikario hears 

from her attending physician 

that she has only three 

months to live. From that 

moment on, her thoughts to a 

large extent were dominated 

by the past. The memories of 

the past makes her forget the 

pain.  

Fiction                      € 19,95 

 

 

 
 

  
Frank Martinus Arion: 

plantado den kunuku kurú 
Martha Dijkhoff e.a. 

 

This collection includes 

contributions from personal 

friends and professional 

colleagues, which from a 

multitude of perspectives 

highlight the life and work of 

this great author. Thereby 

showing his versatility of 

interest and craftsmanship. 

The contributions are from 

the countries where Frank 

Martinus has lived and 

worked and from other 

countries where his influence 

extended. 

Non-fiction             € 24,90 

BOOKISH PLAZA eZINE nr. 27, March 2014 

ONDERNEMINGSRAAD 2012 
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NEW ARRIVALS!  

 

What is BookIsh Plaza! 

 

 

 

BookIsh Plaza 

a good read at a great price  

FREE eZine! Send e-mail to info@bookishplaza.com 

 

BookIsh Publishers and BookIsh Plaza are part of the BookIsh Group. 
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SNEAK PEEK 

        

IN MEMORIAM 

 

Ernesto Enrique Rosenstand (1931-2016) 

 

 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

Non-fiction                                  € 18,50 

For sure Ernesto Rosenstand deserves the 

utmost merit for his multiple publications 

and contributions on the literary front. He 

has a prominent place in the literary history 

of Aruba.     

                  

 

 

 

 

 

Non-fiction                                 € 17,50 

Prose declined. The initiative to 

compile all the works by 

Rosenstand in the anthology 

Shinishi di olvido (2006) [Ashes of 

Yesteryears], was a welcome gift. 

With his last publication 

Refrescando nos Papiamento 

(2013), [Writing Papiamento 

Better] Ernesto Rosenstand 

contributed to the better use of 

the Papiamento language. 

Another contribution was his 

writing of the book Nos Cultura 

(2014) [Our Culture] that 

compiled his publications on the 

traditional  aspects of the Aruban 

culture in the newspaper Bon Dia 

Aruba between 2006-2010. 
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